MMP-Cliffs: systematic identification of activity cliffs on the basis of matched molecular pairs.
Activity cliffs are generally defined as pairs of structurally similar compounds having large differences in potency. The analysis of activity cliffs is of general interest because structure-activity relationship (SAR) determinants can often be deduced from them. Critical questions for the study of activity cliffs include how similar compounds should be to qualify as cliff partners, how similarity should be assessed, and how large potency differences between participating compounds should be. Thus far, activity cliffs have mostly been defined on the basis of calculated Tanimoto similarity values using structural descriptors, especially 2D fingerprints. As any theoretical assessment of molecular similarity, this approach has its limitations. For example, calculated Tanimoto similarities might often be difficult to reconcile and interpret from a chemical perspective, a point of critique frequently raised in medicinal chemistry. Herein, we have explored activity cliffs by considering well-defined substructure replacements instead of calculated similarity values. For this purpose, the matched molecular pair (MMP) formalism has been applied. MMPs were systematically derived from public domain compounds, and activity cliffs were extracted from them, termed MMP-cliffs. The frequency of cliff formation was determined for compounds active against different targets, MMP-cliffs were analyzed in detail, and re-evaluated on the basis of Tanimoto similarity. In many instances, chemically intuitive activity cliffs were only detected on the basis of MMPs, but not Tanimoto similarity.